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Abstract— This paper presents the results from a study of
permanent magnet synchronous machines, with magnets
positioning in the rotor form like “V”. The following types of
stator winding (these are the main possibilities for these values
of stator slots -Z and pair of poles-p) are investigated: Case 1three-phase, single-layer, full-pitch coil, integral-slot stator
winding (3FFPW); Case 2- three-phase, double-layer, shortpitch coil, integral-slot stator winding (3FSPW); Case 3- threephase, single-layer, full-pitch coil, skew slots, integral-slot
stator winding (3FSSW); Case 4- five-phase, double-layer,
short-pitch coil, fractional-slot stator winding (5FSPW). The
conducted analysis is based on the application of finite element
method. The benchmark for the results obtained are the
amplitude of the first harmonic of the e.m.f. and
electromagnetic torque and harmonic order. The research in
this article is based on the application of the 2D software
computer package FEMM 4.2.
Keywords—permanent magnet with “V” form, synchronous
machine, finite element method, stator’s winding.

I. INTRODUCTION
On the one hand, there are many and various
requirements for electrical machines used as drives for
hybrid cars – high level of efficiency, capacity to overload up
to twice, minimum ripple of the electromagnetic torque. On
the other hand it is imperative that the inspection to meet
these requirements be increased at the design stage. Many
methods can be used for this purpose - analytical, numerical,
simulation and experimental. The electric drive of the hybrid
vehicle can be realized with different types of electric
motors. The selection of electric motor (synchronous,
asynchronous or brushless DC electric motor) will depend on
the choice of the constructor, after assessing the advantages
and disadvantages of each type of electric motor. The
common among all electric drives, regardless of the type of
electric motor, is that they’ll operate at high electrical,
magnetic and thermal loads, which requires to create highly
efficient electric drive, but this also raises a number of
problems to solve. The most complete requirements for
electric machines for propulsion of hybrid vehicles are
satisfied by synchronous machines with permanent magnets
in the rotor (SMPM- Fig.1), because they have many of the
necessary advantages [1, 2]. These benefits can be achieved
using different approaches: different methods of time control
of the amplitude, shape of current and voltage or sensorless
field oriented control [3], a multiplicity of types of the stator
winding [4], or a different rotor and stator geometries. This
paper presents the results from study of SMPM with a
different type of stator winding but with absolutely the same
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stator and rotor geometry that eliminates the influence of the
tooth slot ratio.

The paper presents the configuration of the machine and
the calculations to determine the winding factor. The
distribution of the electromagnetic field in the machine is
determined by the finite element method, and the results are
used to calculate the electromagnetic torque and
electromagnetic force.
II. MACHINE CONFIGURATION
The machine configuration is shown on Fig.2. The
numerical data about the machine’s dimensions and
parameter corresponding to the different stator winding types
are presented in Table 1.
The skewing of the slots is simulated in the following

Fig. 2. The machine configuration

TABLE I.

way: the first considered case is when the winding is
3FFPW (Fig.3a-case 1). The rotor is then rotated to three
geometric degrees clockwise relative to case 1 (Fig.3b Case 2). The last rotation of the rotor is three geometric
degrees counter clockwise versus case 1 (Figure 3c - Case
3). These three degrees are half the distance between the
two stator slots, which is six degrees.

THE NUMERICAL DATA ABOUT THE MACHINE’S
DIMENSIONS AND PARAMETER

Case

1-3FFPW

2-3FSPW

3-3FSSW

4-5FSPW

q

2

2

2

6/5

Phase

3

3

3

5

Coil path

6-full

5-short

6-full

-

Layer

single

double

single

single

Z

60.0

ag

mm

0.70

rl

mm

90.0

as

deg

30.0
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mm

5.80

hs

mm

18.10

sod

mm

242.0

sid

mm

184.20

rod

mm

182.80

The calculation of electromagnetic torque is through
expression (1). The calculations are similar for e.m.f.

Fig. 3a. Simulation of the slot’s skewing.
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where MC1 is the electromagnetic torque in case 1, MC2
is the electromagnetic torque in case 2 and MC3 is the
electromagnetic torque in case 3.
The diagrams of the windings which covers two poles
and three phases are shown from Fig.4 to Fig.5 (Fig.43FFPW and 3FSSW; Fig5-3FSPW). Fig.6 -5FSPW presents
part of the coil’s connections of the phase “A” and phase
“B”. The use of this winding is not recommended because
the coils are of different coil-span and the phase’s e.m.f. are
not symmetrical. On Fig.7 to Fig.9, where with Z are
marked the slots number, T marks the top layer of the slot
and B marks the bottom layer of the slot, are presented the
full diagrams of the machines winding’s (Fig.7-3FFPW and
3FSSW; Fig.8-3FSPW; Fig.9-5FSPW).

Fig. 3b. Simulation of the slot’s skewing.

Fig. 3c. Simulation of the slot’s skewing.

Fig. 4. Diagram of the winding for 3FFPW and 3FSSW

Fig. 8. The diagram of the 3FSPW

Fig. 5. Diagram of the winding for 3FSPW
Fig. 9. The diagram of the 5FSPW

III. DETERMINING OF THE WINDING FACTOR
A number of authors present a methodology for
determining of winding factor [5, 6, 7], which is used in the
calculation of the e.m.f. Here it is presented in a summarized
form (by the expressions from (2) to (6)) and then applied
with data about the investigated windings - Table 2.

Fig. 6. Diagram of the winding for 5FSPW

A. Pitch Factor
The pitch factor is noted with kp and represents the
ratio of vector (phasor) sum of the induced electromotive
force (e.m.f.) per coil to the arithmetical sum of induced
e.m.f. If the coil span is equal to pole pitch, then kp=1,
otherwise kp is less than one. The following assumptions are
made:


Fig. 7. The diagram of the 3FFPW and 3FSSW

-

If the coil is full pitched, in this case the resultant
е.m.f is equal to 2E.

-

If the coil is chorded (at an angle θ in electrical
degree), in this case the resultant е.m.f is equal to ER
(sum of two voltages).


ER  2 E cos 
2



Then the pitch factor is equal to:
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B. Distribution Factor
The distribution factor is noted with Kd and represents
the ratio of vector (phasor) sum of the induced electromotive
force (e.m.f.) in the all coils covered by one pole to the
arithmetical sum of induced e.m.f in all coils concentrated in
one slot under one pole (if the winding has concentrated
construction). If the number of slots per pole per phase is
equal to one, then kd=1, otherwise kd is less than one. . The
following assumptions are made:
-

-

If the slots covered by one pole are marked with Q
and slots per pole and phase with q, in this case the
induced electromotive force (e.m.f.) of the each side
of the coil is 2E.

Fig. 10. Part of the modeled machine (one pair of poles)

It is assumed that the angle between two slots is:





A solution has been made for a time span of 20
milliseconds. The period is divided into forty steps. The
 interval between steps is the same. The study was conducted
at a current density of 30 A/mm2. The current density values
for the initial time point are presented in Table 3.

1800 
Q

Then the distribution factor is equal to:

The harmonic order (higher harmonics) of the
electromotive force is presented on Fig.11. The same
dependency for ripple of the electromagnetic torque is
presented on Fig.12. The amplitude of the main harmonics  Table 4. The torque as time function is presented on Fig.13.

q
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kd 
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TABLE III.

C. Winding factor
The winding factor is equal to the product of pitch factor
and distribution factor:



kw  kq kd 



IV. ANALYSIS
There is a huge variety of methods for analyzing rotating
electric machines, each having its advantages and
disadvantages. The method based on fragmentation of the
studied area into smaller elements is one way to achieve
initial results without creating a real machine. For this
purpose, a number of software products have been
developed- FEMM 4.2, Ansys Maxwell 2015, QuickField. In
turn, they are used in research by a number of authors in
conducting their research [8, 9]. Thanks to the product
FEMM 4.2 in the article the magnetic field distribution is
obtained and on its basis it is possible to determine the
harmonic order of e.m.f and electromagnetic torque. The
harmonic order and the amplitude of the first harmonic is the
basis for comparison of the different types of stator’s
winding. Part of the modeled machine (one pair of poles) is
represented by Fig.10. In the middle of the air gap is built an
arc serving to determine the electromagnetic torque.
TABLE II.
Case

THE CURRENT DENSITY VALUES FOR THE INITIAL TIME
POINT

Case

1-3FFPW

2-3FSPW

3-3FSSW

4-5FSPW

JA

JMAX

JMAX

JMAX

JMAX

JB

-0.5JMAX

-0.5JMAX

-0.5JMAX

0.31JMAX

JC

-0.5JMAX

-0.5JMAX

-0.5JMAX

-0.81JMAX

JD

-

-

-

-0.81JMAX

JE

-

-

-

0.31JMAX

Fig. 11. The harmonic order of e.m.f

PITCH FACTOR, DISTRIBUTION FACTOR AND WINDING
FACTOR

kp

1-3FFPW
1.00000

2-3FSPW
0.96593

3-3FSSW
1.00000

4-5FSPW
0.96593

kd

0.96593

0.96593

0.96593

0.99496

kw

0.96593

0.93301

0.96593

0.96106

Fig. 12. The harmonic order of torque.
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